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Introduction
In multidisciplinary design optimization, bi-level
decomposition methods aim at allowing distributed
decision-making by decomposing the system design
problem into disciplinary sub-problems and a
coordinating master problem (Fig. 1).
Unfortunately, many existing decomposition methods
may not converge to an optimal solution, or suffer
from numerical difﬁculties due to non-smooth and/or
degenerate problem formulations.
Fig. 1. Problem decomposition in aircraft design
Objective
The goal of this research [1] is to develop a bi-level
decomposition method with:
² subproblem decision autonomy
² smooth and non-degenerate formulation
² proven convergence to local system optimum
² efﬁcient coordination algorithm
Methods
The proposed decomposed formulation is:
where Áj(cj) = vT
j (cj) + kwj ± cjk2
2 is an augmented
Lagrangian penalty on the inconsistencies cj = y – yj.
Fig. 2. Coordination algorithm variants
To coordinate the coupling through y and yj, and to
set penalty parameters v and w, we use the method
of multipliers in combination with block coordinate
descent, and convergence follows from existing
theory. Three variants are proposed (Fig. 2):
² ENMOM: exact convergence inner loop (left)
² INMOM: inexact convergence inner loop (left)
² ADMOM: single iteration inner loop (right)
Results
The numerical performance of the three variants are
compared on two example problems (Fig. 3). Results
show good numerical convergence behavior for all
variants, and overall lowest costs for ADMOM.
two-subsystem problem ﬁve-subsystem problem
Fig. 3. Illustration of results
Conclusion
A bi-level decomposition method is proposed with:
² smooth and non-degenerate formulation
² convergence proof is available
² 20-60 iterations for error ¼ 10¡3 (ADMOM)
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